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Most important points from the lecture?



Plan of Class

Topic: Civil Society

1. Warm-up task: Points from the lecture

2. Analysis of readings

3. Discussion

4. Exam practice

5. Summary and questions



Civil Society

• Describe ‘actually existing civil society’ in 
Afghanistan, Ghana, Sierra Leone

• Relate this to development discourse / policy 
views of civil society

• Exam practice!

Howell and Lind (2009)

Williams and Young (2012)

Intended Learning Outcomes



Understandings of “civil society”
Attribute please (Author, Date)



Howell and Lind (2009)
 How many reasons might people in Afghanistan have 

to be upset at NGOs
 How has the War On Terror affected efforts to 

strengthen civil society in Afghanistan?

Williams and Young (2012)
 What are the political and economic effects of local 

CSO relationships with Northern organisations?
 How are the relationships of CSOs to the state 

in Ghana and Sierra Leone different?

‘Actually existing’ civil society
What do the case studies say about ‘civil society’? 



Normative civil society 
How is civil society thought of in the development discourse, 

what are the assumptions about civil society by donors?

Howell and Lind (2009)
 What are NGOs being asked to do in the state-building 

strategy in Aghanistan? What effects does this have?

 What assumptions (about civ. soc.) are behind this?

Williams and Young (2012)
 What dimensions, tensions, and difficulties do W&Y 

identify in the ‘liberal’ idea of civil society? 

 What do they suggest about the challenges for Civil 
Society discourse and practice?



Are NGOs in Afghanistan neutral?  
Should Ghana and Sierra Leone ban NGOs?  

How do these critiques suggest things could be done differently?  

Discuss



Sketch a bullet-point essay outline

PAST EXAM QUESTION



SUMMARY
If you say stuff we can fill this in…



 Definitions are essential!  Make yours clear at the start like Howell and Lind...  

 Good links in these pieces backwards to good governance, corruption, and 
forwards to aid and micro-finance.  

 Civil society as “impossible vision”?

 Different functions of civil society?  For whom?

 What the costs/benefits of different definitions of civil society?  For whom?

 Does civil society have a ‘political’ role or not?  What is it?  What should / 
could it be?   

 Can civil society ever be ‘independent’?  How?  

 What is relationship between civil society and ‘culture’?  ‘State’?  

SUMMARY
If you say stuff we can fill this in…



Next week?


